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Through energy-saving measures, such as dimensioning of 
electrical power and – where possible – use of recyclable materials, 
BAKON commits to dealing responsibly with the environment.

Scan the code 
and discover 
more info!

Optimize your production performance with this labor-saving INDUSTRIAL GLAZING LINE.
The INDUSTRIAL GLAZING LINE - which consists of various conveyors, a GLAZE SPRAYER and a 

DECORATION UNIT - optimizes your glazing and decoration production through the uniform and efficient 

application of many types of coatings and the choice of many possible decorations.

This automated system makes it possible to reduce your production costs by increasing production speed 

and volume, reducing overspray and wastage, and, most importantly, saving on labor costs.

- High-volume glazing and decoration line.

- Uniform and efficient application of the coatings and decorations

- Minimum loss of product because of re-use

- Movable (collecting) funnel with eccentric disc pump

- Labor saving

- Suitable for various types of products

- Designed according to latest hygiene requirements

- Different type of decorations

The unglazed products on the infeed conveyor are transported to the conveyor with poly cords. The 

nozzles are only activated by the product sensor when the products are underneath the spray bridge. 

This minimizes overspray and loss of coating.

An adjustable amount of spray guns takes care of an efficient application of glaze (or any other coating). 

After being sprayed, the products on the conveyor continue towards the decoration unit where they are 

provided with a beautiful decoration (such as stripes, etc.).

To make it even more easy and time-saving, it is possible that the products are immediately placed in 

crates when leaving the conveyor belt.

Glaze, jelly, jam, fondant, chocolate

Capacity: high

BAKON designs and manufactures standardized and customized depositing, spraying and cutting 
machines as well as production lines for efficient and high-volume processing of pastry products. 
BAKON stands for advanced technology and reliability. 

Innovation and
Experience Center
Amundsenweg 29a
4462 GP Goes
The Netherlands

Manufacturing facility
Stanleyweg 1
4462 GN  Goes
The Netherlands
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Follow Bakon!

Contact us

High-volume production and decoration line

INDUSTRIAL GLAZING LINE  
PRODUCTION LINEBAKON.COM

INDUSTRIAL GLAZING LINE 
PRODUCTION LINE

https://www.bakon.com/bakery-equipment/production-lines/industrial-glazing-line/
https://www.bakon.com/contact/
https://www.bakon.com/
https://www.bakon.com/
mailto:info@bakon.com
tel:+31113244330
https://l.ead.me/bakonsocial
https://www.bakon.com/newsletter/
https://www.bakon.com/bakery-equipment/production-lines/industrial-glazing-line/


 

The INDUSTRIAL GLAZE SPRAYING MACHINE is easy to integrate in (existing) 

production lines and is part of the INDUSTRIAL GLAZING LINE shown. 

This production line – with various conveyors with processing units - ensures the 

high-volume processing of various types of products. The products are first provided 

with an attractive glaze layer and then nicely finished with a fondant decoration.

Glaze spraying machineOutfeed section with 
optional possibility for 
packaging in crates

Fondant decoration unit 
for various decorations

Refrigerated pump container 
with eccentrics disc pump

Melting Tank Conveyor belts with flat 
belt and poly cords

Get to know all our spraying solutions

Watch the full video

https://l.ead.me/bcVLnY
https://www.bakon.com/bakery-equipment/spraying-machines/
https://l.ead.me/bcVLyf
https://www.bakon.com/bakery-equipment/spraying-machines/industrial-glaze-sprayer/
https://l.ead.me/bcVLiz
https://l.ead.me/bcVLlT
https://l.ead.me/bcVLp8
https://l.ead.me/bcVAY8
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